To All The Graduating RSC Users

“Just don’t give up trying to do what you really want to do.”
– Ella Fitzgerald

Opportunity for those Using Oxford Tools

Did you write or co-author a paper that used Oxford Instruments NanoAnalysis tools? Did you know you can submit it to the 2024 Scientific Paper Award sponsored by Oxford instruments. At the RSCs this includes the Oxford Omniprobe. If you published research supported by this tool, or other Oxford NanoAnalysis tools elsewhere you are eligible to submit your paper for consideration. See the details at their [website](#). The deadline to submit your paper is May 31, 2024.

Upcoming RSC Events:

- Game Night - NRF 115 - Thursday May 16th at 5pm [RSVP](#)
- Users Advisory Committee Meeting - [ZOOM](#) + NRF115 - Thursday 5/23 at Noon

Safety Side Note:

Just a reminder, the hot humid weather outside is no excuse for lax safety protocol inside.

If you'll be working with hazardous materials (including cryogenic fluids),
you should be wearing long pants. Too hot to commute in pants? Pack some scrubs to wear in the lab.

Everyone working in the RSC lab spaces should be wearing full coverage shoes.
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